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COURSE DESCRIPTION

1. Code: MAN3389
2. Title: Leadership at the Financial Markets
3. Type: optional
4. Cycle: second
5. Year of study when the component is delivered: first
6. Semester/trimester: first, second
7. Number of ECTS credits allocated: 3
8. Name of lecturer(s): Prof. Miglena Temelkova, PhD
9. Learning outcomes: The course in Leadership at the Financial Markets aims at acquiring extensive
knowledge about the leadership models of behavior at the financial markets.
10. Mode of delivery: face-to-face
11. Prerequisites and co-requisites: Students must have knowledge in the basic theories of
management, strategic planning and forecasting, as well as have the ability to analyze the internal and
external financial environment and the impact of personal behavior on the financial performance of
organizations and the market.
12. Course content: Nature, major tasks and characteristics of leadership; Types of leadership styles
and behavior at the financial markets; Leaders and leadership business strategies implemented at the
financial market, etc.
13. Recommended or required reading and other learning resources/tools:

МакКий, Р., Карлсън, Б. Енергия за промяна. Лидерския модел на ГРИД. ВСУ. Варна, 2009.
Акселрод, А. Патън за лидерството. Стратегически уроци за корпоративна война. Класика

и стил. София, 2002.
Лайкър, Д. Пътят на Тойота. Д. Благоев. София. 2005.
Максуел, Д. 360-градусовият лидер: Как да влияете от всяка позиция в организацията.

Изток-запад. 2010.
Шарма, Р. Лидерът, който нямаше титла. Екслибрис. 2010.

14. Planned learning activities and teaching methods: lectures, presentations, case studies.
15. Assessment methods and criteria: Theoretical online test of 30 questions in 60 minutes -
determines 50% of the final grade, the computer evaluates the results by predefined criteria (up to 50%
correct answers - Poor 2, up to 70% correct answers - Satisfactory 3, up to 80% correct answers -
Good 4, up to 90% correct answers - Very good 5 and over 91% correct answers- Excellent 6).
Evaluation during the educational process - has 50% weight in the final assessment - development of
analytical tasks, participation in discussions, debates and other forms of group dynamic process during
the semester.
16. Language of instruction: Bulgarian

http://www.book.store.bg/p17548/obshta-teoria-na-ikonomikata-i-chast-mikroikonomika-atanas-uzunov.html

